Abstract-In this presented work, we propose a realistic hair simulator using image blending for dermoscopic images. This hair simulator can be used for benchmarking and validation of the hair removal methods and in data augmentation for improving computer aided diagnostic tools. We adopted one of the popular implementation of image blending to superimpose realistic hair masks to hair lesion. This method was able to produce realistic hair masks according to a predefined mask for hair. Thus, the produced hair images and masks can be used as ground truth for hair segmentation and removal methods by inpainting hair according to a pre-defined hair masks on hairfree areas. Also, we achieved a realism score equals to 1.65 in comparison to 1.59 for the state-of-the-art hair simulator.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automated hair removal is one of the most important application for recent advances for artificial intelligence and deep learning [1] . This is because hair artefacts affect automated skin cancer diagnosis tools. These tools include lesion segmentation and classification into malignant and benign [2] , [3] . However, lesions are usually occluded by hair and other artefacts, as shown in Fig. 1 . Most importantly, the wide adoption of deep learning in computer vision recent tasks in general and medical imaging in particular, has dictated preprocessing artefact removal steps [4] - [7] . Thus, hair removal is a crucial part of the automated analysis to improve the classification accuracy and enhance the ability of the models to generalise [8] . Many digital hair removal methods were proposed to remove the super imposed hair in a noninvasive fashion. They are based on two main steps: hair segmentation and hair removal [9] . These methods were able to deal with different hair structures. However, they have been always validated on relatively small datasets, that have many properties in common in terms of size, colours, illuminations. Thus, these methods have limited capability to generalise to larger number of images and the code is not publicly available for comparison.
Several studies tried to overcome these problems by simulating hair by black curved lines with random length and curvatures. However, the resultant hair was unrealistic with solid black colours. To ensure high degree of realism, the simulated hair shall be having realistic curvature and colours. In this presented work, we use image blending techniques using poison blending to blend real hair masks into lesion to simulate hair occlusion on lesions. We blended a presegmented hair masks with hair-free image. This methods was able to achieve more realistic results with high degree of variability. Image blending techniques aims at blending image with background to achieve high compatibility between the source and destination. One of the main advantages of image blending is the blended image depends on both the source and destination. Thus, for every pair of images, the hair shapes and colours differ.
Quantitative analysis of the proposed hair simulator is one the most challenging parts. Most of the recent works in the hair simulation was proposed based on the qualitative analysis without comparison to real images. The lack of the quantitative metrics for image quality will affect the applicability of parametric analysis of the method or benchmarking. However, recent advances in blind image quality metric facilitates the characterisation of the natural images based on morphology and colour compatibility. These methods have been validated against human observer.
The main contribution of this presented work is based on the novel proposed methodology for realistic hair simulation using image blending techniques as a tool for validation of hair segmentation and inpainting methods. Also, we used blinded image quality tool for quantitative analysis of the proposed method. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II describes the efforts documented in the literature for state-of-the-art methods. In Section III, a brief description of the proposed methodology is elaborated. followed by the discussion for the obtained results of the conducted experiments. In Section V, conclusions are drawn from the implementation of the proposed architecture.
II. RELATED WORK
To solve hair the occlusion problem, many methods have been introduced. As shown in Table I , they vary between each others in terms of the assumptions of hair morphology and the hair detection method. Some of these methods were based on morphological operations for hair detection [10] , [11] . On the other hand, some are based on matched filters [12] , [13] .
Koehoorn et al. proposed a comprehensive framework for segmentation of hair with different morphology and colours [9] . They segmented the hair based on multi-scale skeletonization that has been able to detect hair at different scales including, short, long, straight and curly hair. They compared their proposed method against other different hair detection methods using over than 300 manually annotated images. In these proposed methods, they validated their methods on relatively small dataset with size near 300 images. This is due to the difficulty of manual annotation of the data. Also, the comparison was not based on a publicly available datsets which limits the ability to compare or validate the results.
To partially solve the limited data problem, several attempts for hair synthesis was proposed. In these methods, they made several assumption for hair synthesis. They simulated the hair according to the external morphology of the hair based on the assumptions: the hair has thin architecture with varying width. Nevertheless, they based their simulation techniques on utilisation of simplified mathematical models, along with other assumption, to synthesise skin hair. Therefore, the synthesised hair suffers from several artefacts.
Denton et al. proposed one of the earliest attempts to simulate hair for skin lesion [14] . She et al. proposed used the hair morphology to design a hair simulator that produces a single black hair image. This hair is 100 pixels length and 3 pixels wide. They limited hair orientations at horizontal, vertical and 45deg [15] . Then, they improved the skin hair simulator and they introduced it as a part of skin lesion simulator to facilitate the analysis of the skin lesions. They simulated the hair as straight and curved black lines [16] . However, the results were based on fixed color hair simulation.
Mirzaalian et al. proposed a hair simulator based on random generated curved lines. They prepared medial curves of the hairs generated by a random curve synthesizer. Then, they dilated the generated curves to achieve hair-thickened curve by dilation with a disk structuring element of varying radius to simulate average human hair. Then, they coloured the generated mask by using a preset dictionary. They limited the hair colours to which includes yellow, brown, white, black and grey. They applied gaussian filter on the edges to blend the hair with the background [17] . However, the hair colours and hair structure are not realistic as shown in Fig. 2 .
To address this problem, we are going to used presegmented hair masks and superimpose them on lesion images to blend them. Image blending has been used for data augmentation to produce images with the corresponding groundtruth [18] , [19] . The main advantage of this method is achieving realistic results with expected variation in morphology and appearance, along with the ground truth [20] - [22] .
Many approached were proposed to assess the realism of the composite and synthesized, based on parametric metrics. They characterised the images based on noise level, blur level and color transformations. However, these methods are hard to generalise to include images from different sources. Zhu et al. proposed a non-parametric characterisation methodology for Fig. 2 : The simulated hair using the method proposed by Mirzaalian et al. [17] . The simulated images suffer from unrealistic hair structure with incompatible colour to the skin lesion colours.. assessment of image realism [23] . They used a generizable model for discrimination of realistic and fake images. They trained a deep convolutional model based on VGG architecture to perform a non-task-specific discriminative classifier using end-to-end paradigm [24] .
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Image blending can be mathematically formulated as follows in Eqn. 1.
where I blended is the output image, I source is the hair mask source, I destination is the hair-free image and M is the binary mask for hair location. However, image blending faces two main challenges: the harmonisation of the image colour and the blending of the image borders "colour bleeding". These challenges can be addressed by applying additional constraints on the gradients along the boundaries of the region to be replaced I source˚p 1´M q to match the enclosing image I destination˚p 1´M q [36] , [37] . Thus, the image editing must be done on the boundaries using a guidance vector field. This guidance vector field is estimated for each colour channel separately [38] .
Perez et al. proposed an image blending algorithm based on Poisson equation. They used a large sparse linear system to find the optimal solution for this Poisson equation, along with the constraint on the vector guidance field, as shown in Eqn. 2 [38] .
where r is the output image, r|Bm is the boundary of the masked area to be blended, and d|Bm is boundary of the destination image. Despite the robustness of the mathematically solution of the poisson equation, it works fine in the case of smooth change in the intensity across the boundary. Otherwise, the blended image suffers from bleeding artefacts [36] . Dizdaroglu et al. proposed a method based on utilisation of colour information along with the gradients to reduce colour bleeding [39] . Abbas et al. [13] Virtual Shaver [35] 60 N/A Virtual shaver [35] Multiscale skeleton Morphological operators Dull razor [10] Xie et al. [31] Huang et al. [28] Fiorese et al. [29] Abbas et al. [13] over 300 A where r is the output image, s is the source image, r|Bm is the boundary of the masked area to be blended, and d|Bm is boundary of the destination image. Thus, Adding the gradient of the source image in the minimisation equation reduced the colour bleeding, as shown in Eqn. 3. However, the output suffers from the domination of the source colours on the blended areas in the image.
Afifi et al. proposed a modified poison equation by minimising the scalar over not only the source but also the destination. They performed image blending on two steps: blending the source and the target according to the complement of the mask to produce an intermediate image. They used this intermediate image as source for blending with the target, according to the original mask.
In our proposed method, we are going to adopt this modified version. This method suits the application, as it will change the hair morphology according to both of the source and destination. This will help in data augmentation process, where the hair will have different external appearance based on the combination of both the source and destination images.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We prepared the hair masks using an ensemble of hair segmentation method. We used the proposed method by Koehoorn et al. [9] and Zhou et al. [40] . We used skin images from a publicly available dataset from ISIC archive [41] for validation and comparison purposes. This dataset consists of total 1279 images. We manually selected the hair-free images. We find a total of 72 hair-free images. We super imposed the segmented hair masks on them for simulation.
For qualitative analysis, we super imposed random mask on hair-free images. We compared between the different images to study the effect of the hair colour on different skin lesions. As shown in Fig. 3 , the proposed method successfully blended the hair on the skin with more realistic appearance compared to the proposed method by Mirzaalian et al. [17] . The proposed method was able to synthesis hair on different skin architecture. Also, it has been able to synthesis other image atrefacts such as ruler markers, as shown in Fig. 3 For quantitative analysis, we used a quantitative metric for blinded image quality in terms of realism called realism-CNN [23] . This metrics is used to assess the compatibility of the colours of the colours inside the image to detected the realism of the objects in the images. We achieved realism score 1.65 based on realismCNN aganist 1.59 for the proposed method in [17] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this presented work, we proposed a novel methodology for realistic hair simulation. We utilised image blending techniques to obtain simulated hair, along with the corresponding mask. This proposed method can be used as a realistic hair simulator for data augmentation and for validation of hair segmentation and inpainting methods. We used state-of-theart image blending technique to simulate hair on hair-free images. This method was able to simulate hair with matching colour to both source and destination. Thus, the output hair is realistic hair with high compatibility to the destination image. Also, the colours of simulated hair-masks have high degree of variability.
Image
Mask Simulated Image Fig. 3 : Simulation results for the proposed method. The Hair has been synthesised according to the mask. Also, the proposed method is able to generate other artefacts such as ruler markers.
